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The Ohio Innocence Project is sponsoring three guest speakers
in St. Mary's Chapel during the Formation period today. All are
welcome to attend. 

The Ohio Innocence Project Speakers:

Stop by the English floor during the Activities period for a
cup of hot coffee, hot chocolate, and/or small pastries.

Coffee Bar:

Be on the lookout for English teachers who are dressed up as
literary characters from some of their favorite stories. Submit
your answers for an opportunity to win a gift card. 

Guess the Character:

Freshmen and Sophomores are encouraged to come watch
a movie during the Formation period. See the complete list
of movies being offered here and stop by the assigned
classroom at the beginning of the Formation period.        
There will be free popcorn for those who participate!

Movie During Formation:

Come join the English department on Wasmer Field during
the Formation period for 45 minutes of silent reading time.
Bring a book of your choice to read. (Don’t have a book?
Don’t worry. We’ll have options for you.) Participants will
receive a special wristband at the end of the event that will
serve as a pass to wear an Ignatius shirt or sweatshirt to
school on Monday, October 9.

Read on Wasmer Field:

Juniors and Seniors are encouraged to come watch a movie
during the Formation period today. See the complete list of
movies being offered here and stop by the assigned
classroom at the beginning of the Formation period. There
will be free popcorn for those who participate!

Movie During Formation:

Readers for Others:
Stop by the English floor at some point this week to decorate a
bookmark that will be donated to a local grade school. This will
be set up on the table outside the English office all week.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GCrk3N1Se_K7PZz8MC00FfzNeKWYNZBs2BYuCrn6dOg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FULl8vMXcFN41wsmZmmGHhvADX4xRb4jePBWnzFqRpk/edit?usp=sharing

